
Curs	11	

Useful	techniques	in	the	realisa0on	
of	the	project	



Ontology	defini2on	

•  An	ontology	is	a	set	of	terms	about	some	
domain	of	interest,	associated	with	defini2ons	
in	a	natural	language	(say,	English)	and	which	
have	formal	rela2ons	and	constraints,	which	is	
used	in	their	work	by	humans	and,	possibly,	
computer	programs.	

Approx.	from:	Ed	Hovy	(1998).	Combining	and	Standardizing	Large-Scale,	
Prac2cal	Ontologies	for	Machine	Transla2on	and	Other	Uses	.	LREC,	Granada	



Ontology	extrac0on	from	texts	



Finding	the	hyponymy	rela2on	

The	bow	lute,	such	as	the	Bambara	ndang,	is	
plucked	and	has	an	individual	curved	neck	for	
each	string.	
	
	

Din:	M.	Hearst	(1992).	Automa2c	Acquisi2on	of	
Hyponyms	from	Large	Text	Corpora,	ACL	



Lexical	paVerns	

NP0	.....	such	as	{NP1,	NP2	.	.	.	.	(and	|	or)}	NPn	
implies	
for	all	NPi	1	<	i<	n,	hyponym(NPi,	NP0)	
		
From	the	above	example:	
hyponym	("Barmbara	ndang",	"bow	lute”)	
	



Lexical	paVerns	

such	NP	as	{NP	,}*	{(or	|	and)}	NP	
		
...	works	by	such	authors	as	Herrick,	
Goldsmith,	and	Shakespeare.	
=>	
hyponym("author",	"Herrick")	
hyponym("author",	"Goldsmith")	
hyponym("author",	"Shakespeare")	
	



Lexical	paVerns	

NP	{,	NP}	*	{,}	or	other	NP	
		
Bruises,	wounds,	broken	bones	or	other	
injuries	.	.	.	
=>	
hyponym("bruise",	"injury")	
hyponym	("wound",	"injury	“)	
hyponym("broken	bone",	"injury")		



Lexical	paVerns	
NP	{,	NP}*	{,}	and	other	NP	
		
...	temples,	treasuries,	and	other	
important	civic	buildings.	
		
		
=>	
hyponym("temple",	"civic	building")	
hyponym("treasury	",	"civic	building")		



Lexical	paVerns	

NP	{,}	including	{NP	{,}}	*	{or	|	and}	NP	
		
All	common-law	countries,	including	
Canada	and	England	...	
=>	
hyponym("Canada",	"common-law	country")	
hyponym	("England",	"common-law	country")		



Lexical	paVerns	

NP	{,}	especially	{NP	,}*	{or]	and}	NP	
		
.	.	.	most	European	countries,	especially	
France,	England,	and	Spain.	
=>	
hyponym("France",	"European	country")	
hyponym("England",	"European	country")	
hyponym("Spain",	"European	country")		



How	to	find	new	paVerns?	
1.  Decide	on	a	lexical	rela2on,	R,	that	is	of	interest,	e.g.,	"group/

member”		
2.  Gather	a	list	of	terms	for	which	this	rela2on	is	known	to	hold,	e.g.,	

"England-country”.	
–  This	list	can	be	found	automa2cally	by	bootstrapping	from	paVerns	

found	by	hand,	or	by	bootstrapping	from	an	exis2ng	lexicon	or	
knowledge	base.	

3.  Find	places	in	the	corpus	where	these	expressions	occur	
syntac2cally	one	near	another	and	record	the	environment.	

4.  Find	the	commonali2es	among	these	environments	and	
hypothesize	that	common	ones	yield	paVerns	that	indicate	the	
rela2on	of	interest.	

5.  Once	a	new	paVern	has	been	posi2vely	iden2fied,	use	it	to	gather	
more	instances	of	the	target	rela2on	and	go	to	Step	2.		



How	to	find	new	paVerns?	
1.	Training:	

(a)	Extract	examples	of	all	hypernym	pairs	(pairs	of	words	in	a	hypernym/
hyponym	rela2on)	from	WordNet.	
(b)	For	each	hypernym	pair,	find	sentences	in	which	both	words	occur.	
(c)	Parse	the	sentences,	and	automa2cally	extract	paVerns	from	the	parse	
tree	which	are	good	cues	for	hypernymy.	
(d)	Train	a	hypernym	classifier	based	on	these	features.	

2.	Test:	
(a)	Given	a	pair	of	words	in	the	test	set,	extract	features	and	use	the	
classifier	to	decide	if	the	word-pair	is	in	the	hypernym/hyponym	rela2on	
or	not.		

From	Snow,	Juravsky	and	Ng	(2004).	Learning	syntac2c	paVerns	for	
automa2c	hypernym	discovery,	in	NIPS.		



Lexico-syntac2c	paVerns		

“...such	authors	as	Herrick	and	Shakespeare”		
Features	are	represented	as	tuples:		
(word1, CATEGORY1:RELATION:CATEGORY2, word2)

where	words	are	stems	of	actual	words	

All	shortest	paths	of	length	≤	4	links	between	any	two	nouns		
in	a	dependency	tree	



Path	paVerns	

(word1, CAT1:REL12:CAT2, word2) (word2, CAT2:REL23:CAT3, word3)

(word1, CAT1:REL12:CAT2, word2) (word2, CAT2:REL23:CAT3, word3)

        CAT1:REL12:CAT2, word2 , word2, CAT2:REL23:CAT3

word1	 word2	 word3	
REL12	 REL23	

CAT1	 CAT2	 CAT3	



Generalize	paVerns:		
extended	dependency	nota2on	

•  Retain	the	shortest	path:	authors	–	Herrick		
•  Add	satellite:	authors	–	such		
•  Distribute	dependency	links	across	conjuncts		



Dependency	path	representa2ons	
of	Hearst’s	paVerns		

•  NPX and other NPY : (and,U:PUNC:N),-N:CONJ:N, 
(other,A:MOD:N) 

•  NPX or other NPY : (or,U:PUNC:N),-N:CONJ:N, 
(other,A:MOD:N) 

•  NPY such as NPX: N:PCOMP-N:PREP,such as,such 
as,PREP:MOD:N 

•  Such NPY as NPX: N:PCOMP-N:PREP,as,as,PREP:MOD:N,
(such,PREDET:PRE:N) 

•  NPY including NPX: N:OBJ:V,include,include,V:I:C,dummy 
node,dummy node,C:REL:N 

•  NPY , especially NPX: -N:APPO:N,(especially,A:APPO-
MOD:N)



Classifier	

•  Input:	an	ordered	pair	of	words		
•  Output:	a	binary	decision	as	to	whether	the	
nouns	are	related	by	hypernymy	or	not		

•  Features:	paths	on	which	the	first	and	last	
words	are	replaced	by	the	category	N	(noun)	

•  Corpus:	6	million	newswire	sentences	
– corpus	parsed	with	MINIPAR	
– all	pairs	of	nouns	occurring	in	the	same	sentence	
extracted	



Classifier	
– 752,311	of	the	resul2ng	unique	noun	pairs	were	
labelled	as	Known-Hypernym	or	Known-Non-
Hypernym	using	WN:	
•  a	noun	pair	(n1,	n2)	is	labelled	Known	Hypernym	if	n2	is	
an	ancestor	of	the	first	sense	of	n1	in	the	WN	hypernym	
taxonomy,	and	if	the	hypernym*	rela2on	in	WN	holds	
between	the	first	noun	senses	listed	in	WordNet	(which	
represent	the	most	“frequently-used”	senses	of	each	
word)		
•  a	noun	pair	is	labelled	Known-Non-Hypernym	if	both	
nouns	are	contained	within	WN,	but	neither	word	is	an	
ancestor	of	the	other	in	the	WN	hypernym	taxonomy	
for	any	senses	of	either	word	



Evaluate	paVerns	
•  See	which	dependency	paths	(lexico-syntac2c	
paVerns)	prove	to	be	useful	features	for	the	
classifiers:		
– a	binary	classifier	was	built	for	each	paVern:	the	
paVern	is	representa2ve	to	classify	a	noun	pair	as	
hypernym/hyponym	if	and	only	if	the	specific	paVern	
occurs	at	least	once	for	that	noun	pair	that	happens	
to	be	in	the	hypernym/hyponym	rela2on,	according	
to	WN	

=>	among	many	other,	the	hand-designed	paVerns	
originally	proposed	by	Hearst	were	‘rediscovered’		



Discover	new	paVerns	

•  Other	high	score	paVerns:	

NPY like NPX: N:PCOMP-N:PREP,like,like,PREP:MOD:N 
NPY called NPX: N:DESC:V,call,call,V:VREL:N 
NPX is a NPY: N:S:VBE,be,be,-VBE:PRED:N 
NPX, a NPY (appositive): N:APPO:N 



Hypernym	classifica2on	for	all	features	



MINIPAR	
•  hVps://gate.ac.uk/releases/gate-7.0-
build4195-ALL/doc/tao/splitch17.html	



Ontology	merging	



Ontology	merging	-	defini2on	

•  The	process	of	ontology	merging	takes	as	
input	two	(or	more)	source	ontologies	and	
returns	a	merged	ontology	based	on	the	given	
source	ontologies.	

Gerd	Stumme,	Alexander	Maedche.	Ontology	Merging	for	Federated	Ontologies		
on	the	Seman2c	Web		



Approaches	

•  The	approaches	rely	on	syntac2c	and	seman2c	
matching	heuris2cs	which	are	derived	from	
the	behaviour	of	ontology	engineers	when	
confronted	with	the	task	of	merging	
ontologies,	i.	e.	human	behaviour	is	simulated.		

•  Techniques	sta2s2cally	driven,	oten	taking	
into	account	similarity	of	concepts	and	raw	
similarity	of	instances,	through	textual	string	
metrics	and	seman2c	knowledge.	



Common	or	divergent	visions	of	
the	world,	merging	



Ontology:	formal	defini2on		

•  Defini0on:	A	(core)	ontology	is	a	tuple	O	:=	(C;	
is_a;	R;	σ),	where	C	is	a	set	whose	elements	
are	called	concepts,	is_a	is	a	par2al	order	on	C	
(i.	e.,	a	binary	rela2on	is_a	⊆	CC	which	is	
reflexive,	transi2ve,	and	an2symmetric),	R	is	a	
set	whose	elements	are	called	rela2on	names	
(or	rela2ons	for	short),	and	σ:	R	àC+	is	a	
func2on	which	assigns	to	each	rela2on	name	
its	arity.		



•  Given	two	most-closely	related	terms,	one	from	
each	ontology:	
– The	two	terms	are	exactly	equivalent—in	which	case	
they	can	be	directly	aligned;	

Ax	 Ay	m	

Ay
1	 Ay

2	 Ay
3	

Ay	

Ay
1	 Ay

2	 Ay
3	

What	to	do	when	combining	terms?	



What	to	do	when	combining	terms?	
•  Given	two	most-closely	related	terms,	one	from	
each	ontology:	
– One	term	is	more	general	than	the	other—in	which	
case	the	more	specific	term	(and	its	subordinates,	and	
possibly	its	siblings)	can	be	integrated	below	the	more	
general	one;	
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•  Given	two	most-closely	related	terms,	one	from	
each	ontology:	
– The	terms	are	incompa2ble	(i.e.,	iden2fying	them	would	
cause	defini2onal	and	rela2onal	problems	among	other	
terms)—in	which	case	either:		
(1)  one	of	the	terms	must	be	rejected	and	not	incorporated,		
(2)  one	of	the	terms	and	the	other	terms	depending	on	it	must	

be	redefined,		
(3)  a	separate	‘microtheory’	must	be	created	in	which	the	terms,	

and	all	the	other	terms	depending	on	it,	exist	in	parallel		
(4)  a	weaker	version	of	the	offending	term	can	be	incorporated,	

without	the	defini2ons	or	rela2ons	that	caused	the	
inconsistency	

What	to	do	when	combining	terms?	



Alignment	Sugges2on	Heuris2cs	

1.	Text	matches	operate	upon	strings	of	leVers,	e.g.:	
– Concept	name	matches	(cognate	matching):	similar	
enough	names	should	provide	some	evidence	that	the	
developers	consider	the	concepts	similar,	when	the	
names	are	in	the	same	language.	

– Defini2on	matches	(word	processing	and	overlap	
measures):	similar-enough	natural	language	
defini2ons	should	also	provide	some	evidence	of	
concept	similarity.		



Alignment	Sugges2on	Heuris2cs	

2.Hierarchy	matches	exploit	the	taxonomiza2on	
structure	of	ontologies.	They	include:	
– Ambiguity	filtering	by	shared	superconcept	(such	as	
used	in	(Knight	and	Luk,	1994)):	when	a	concept	can	
be	aligned	to	more	than	one	alterna2ve,	consider	
only	those	whose	superconcepts	are	somewhere	
aligned	to	the	superconcepts	of	the	target	concept.	

– Seman2c	distance	(link	distance)	measures	(such	as	
the	inverse-depth	formula	discussed	in	(Agirre	et	al.,	
1994)).		



Alignment	measures	

•  NAME	(cognate)	match:	compares	the	names	
N1	and	N2	of	two	concepts.	It	considers	
decreasing	substrings	of	N1,	chopping	off	the	
let.	Composite-word	names	are	split	into	
separate	words,	and	the	maximum	score	is	
returned.	Names	shorter	than	3	leVers	are	
ignored.	
– NAMESCORE := square of number of 
letters matched + 20 points if 
words are exactly equal or 10 
points if end of match coincides		



Alignment	measures:		
example	name	match	sugges2ons	and	scores		
(alignval ‘|S@cuisine| ‘(

(NAME M@LIMOUSINE 26) 
(NAME M@VINE 19) 
(NAME M@MORPHINE 19) 
(NAME M@ENGINE-GOVERNOR 19) 
(NAME M@BUSINESS-COVERAGE-OF 16) 
(NAME M@AGRIBUSINESS-ACTIVITY 16) 
(NAME M@TABLE-LINEN 9) 
(NAME M@TRAINER 9) ... 120 more ... )) 

(alignval ‘|S@Free World| ‘(
(NAME M@PERCENT-OF-WORLD-POPULATION 46) 
(NAME M@WORLD 35) )) 



Alignment	measures	
•  DEFINITION	match:	compares	the	English	
defini2ons	D1	and	D2	of	two	concepts.	First,	both	
defini2ons	are	separated	into	individual	words	
(apostrophes,	hyphens,	etc.,	are	removed)	and	all	
words	are	demorphed.	
–  defini2on	of	M@FOOD:	("any"	"substance"	"that"	"can"	"be"	
"metabolized"	"organism"	"give"	"energy"	"build"	"2ssue")		

–  then,	3	values	are	computed:		
•  strength	=	ra2o	of	number	of	words	shared	in	both	defini2ons	to	number	
of	words	in	the	shorter	defini2on,		

•  reliability	=	number	of	shared	words,	
•  defscore	=	strength	*	reliability:	.		
•  DEFSCORE	:=	(Shared(D1,D2)	/	min{D1,D2})*Shared(D1,D2)		



Alignment	measures	
Examples	of	Defini2on	match	sugges2ons	and	scores		

(strength, reliability, score): 
(alignval ‘|S@cuisine| ‘(

(DEF M@KITCHEN (0.62 5 3.12)) 
(DEF M@CHEESE (0.62 5 3.12)) 
(DEF M@FOODSTUFF (0.62 5 3.12)) 
(DEF M@PET-FOOD (0.62 5 3.12)) 
(DEF M@CUTLERY (0.50 4 2.00)) 
(DEF M@RACETRACK ( 0.37 3 1.12)) 
(DEF M@COOK ( 0.40 2 0.80)) ... 5 more ... )) 



Alignment	measures	

•  TAXONOMY	match:	for	a	given	SENSUS	
concept,	this	match	collects	all	the	concepts	in	
the	MIKROKOSMOS	taxonomy	that	are	‘closer’	
than	10	links	to	it.	The	algorithm	traverses	the	
taxonomy	in	both	superconcept	and	
subconcepts	direc2ons,	jumping	across	into	
the	MIKROKOSMOS	ontology	as	soon	as	
possible.	The	inverse	of	the	link	distance	is	the	
match	score.	
–  	TAXSCORE := 1 / number-of-links



Alignment	measures	
Examples	of	Taxonomy	match	sugges2ons	and	scores		

(alignval ‘|S@end>come out|
 ‘((TAX M@SOCIAL-EVENT 0.17)
   (TAX M@EMANATE 0.17)
   (TAX M@EMIT-LIGHT 0.17)
   (TAX M@EMIT-SOUND 0.17)
   (TAX M@REFLECT-LIGHT 0.17)
   (TAX M@EXTRACT 0.17) 
   (TAX M@APPLY-FORCE 0.20)
   (TAX M@PACK 0.20)
 ... 22 more ...
 )) 



Combining	scores	
•  Characteris2cs	of	the	combina2on	formulas:	

•  increase	with	increasing	values	of	NAME,	DEF,	and	TAX	
•  ‘normalize’	the	heuris2cs’	scores	
•  mi2gate	the	NAME	scores’	tendency	to	grow	large	quickly	
•  mi2gate	the	TAX	scores’	tendency	to	diminish	quickly	
•  return	a	nonzero	score	if	any	heuris2c	returned	a	nonzero	
score	

•  SCORE := sqrt(NAMESCORE) * DEFSCORE * (10 * 
TAXSCORE) 

with	the	proviso	that	if	NAMESCORE	or	DEFSCORE	are	zero,	they	are	
replaced	by	1,	and	if	TAXSCORE	is	0,	it	is	replaced	by	0.01.		
Typically,	the	alignment	scores	ranged	between	zero	and	16.	

	

		



Ques0on	genera0on		



Ques2on	genera2on	(QG)	–	a	
subfield	of	AI	

•  Ontology-based	mul2ple	choice	ques2on	
(MCQ)	genera2on		
–  for	measuring	the	achievement	of	learners.		
– benefits	for	instructors:		
•  the	task	of	manually	construc2ng	MCQ	items	for	tests	
is	cumbersome	and	2me-consuming	
•  it	is	oten	difficult	to	develop	high-quality	MCQ	items.		

– ontology-based	MCQ	genera2on	systems	
successfully	generate	MCQ	items	

–  but:	how	well	these	MCQ	items	are	appropriate	for	use	in	an	
educa2onal	se�ng?	



The	ques2on	genera2on	task	

•  Purposes	of	ques2ons:		
– assessment,		
–  revision	or	study	ques2ons,		
– exercise	ques2ons,		
–  look-back	strategy	ques2ons,		
– problem-solving	ques2ons,		
– general	ques2ons	in	a	specific	domain,	such	as	
tourism,		

– or	open-domain	ques2ons	



QG	systems	
•  Syntax	based	(one	of	the	earliest):		
– natural	language	parsers	used	to	analyze	sentence	
syntax	and	iden2fy	the	major	components	that	can	be	
used	to	form	a	ques2on.		

– drawbacks:		
•  syntac2cally	ambiguous	language	sentences	(the	only	way	to	
parse	such	sentences	correctly	is	to	understand	the	meaning	
of	the	sentence).		
•  the	system	is	language	dependent	

– advantages	
•  it	is	domain	independent,	so	that	a	natural	language	
sentence	in	any	domain	can	be	used	to	formulate	a	ques2on		



OG	systems	
•  Seman2c-based	approaches	-	usually	domain	
dependent:	use	a	seman2c	model	of	the	domain	in	
order	to	generate	ques2ons.		
– OntAWare:		
•  uses	an	ontology	and	generates	ques2ons	based	on	
knowledge	of	class-subclass	and	class-instance	rela2onships	
•  provides,	among	other	func2onali2es	for	educa2onal	content	
authoring,	the	semiautoma2c	genera2on	of	learning	objects,	
including	ques2ons	
•  uses	subsump2on	rela2onships	between	classes	in	order	to	
generate	ques2ons,	such	as	“Which	of	the	following	items	is	
(or	is	not)	an	example	of	the	concept,	X?”	



PaVerns	in	QG	

•  Tests	generated	from	domain	knowledge	
expressed	in	OWL	ontologies:		
– a	number	of	defined	templates	for	ques2ons	are	
used	by	the	system	to	generate	the	test	items		

Žitko	B,	Stankov	S,	Rosić	M,	Grubišić	A.	(2009)	Dynamic	test	genera2on	over	
ontology-based	knowledge	representa2on	in	authoring	shell.	Expert	Systems	
with	ApplicaIons.	36:8185–8196.		



Example	of	paVerns	that		
generate	tests	

Which	of	the	following	items:	
shuffle(someOf(desc(B)),	
someOf(desc(siblingOf(B)))		
are	Bs?	

B1	

B	 C	

A	

B2	 B3	 C1	 C2	



Example	of	paVerns	that		
generate	tests	

What	of	the	following	proper2es:	
setOfProper2esOf(B)	
characterizes	random(descOf(B))	
and	what	is	its	value?	

B1	

B	 VP2
B	

B2	 B3	

property	P2	

VP1
B	

property	P1	

VP2
B2	

property	P2	


